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Abstract:A  robot is an artificial mechanical or virtual agent. 

In the rapid development of technology, there are many 

types of robots with various specifications and  various 

capabilities. The Automatic Delivery Robots are being used 

in different countries in hospitals to deliver medicines, juice, 

water bottles etc. This concept is used in colleges or in 

educational institutions. In existing system ,  office peons or 

clerks  deliver some circulars or office stationary items to the 

staff members. It is daily work to them. In case of absence 

the work will not be completed   in that situations. The 

drawbacks are man power needed and realiability less.In 

recent years, automation technology has expanded the range 

and complexity of tasks that robot can perform, making 

them increasingly suitable for real-world use.In this project 

we are proposing a simple delivery robot system which is 

used for daily activities i.e., for delivering circulars in 

colleges. This robot can deliver things from one place to 

another place as long as it is in the same floor and it also 

has line mapping.This project mainly consists of three parts. 

They are path following, classroom identification and 

message delivering.  The IR sensors sense the black line and 

provide logic high and zero on white area. Accordingly the 

motors are driven to left or right. While moving in the path, 

it is continuously checking for RFID cards which were 

placed on floor at the class room entrances. When the robot 

identifies the RFID card, it stops for some time. Then it 

sends a confirmation message to the authorized person and 

then similarly it moves in the same path and completes the 

remaining classrooms. 
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I. Introduction  
Self-sufficient frameworks are frameworks that can respond 

astutely and adaptably on changing working conditions and 

requests from the encompassing procedures. They 

acknowledge request coordinated to self-ruling parts and act 

suitably either as an action or with data. Self-ruling here is 

taken to infer that just the objective of the request is set 

however the way taken to achieve a similar will be picked in a 

self-capable way. This requires incorporating extra learning 

into these self-sufficient parts and accordingly they can be 

marked in a specific sense as keen.  

 

The idea of independent frameworks starts from the territory 

of apply autonomy. The least complex case of this is a robot 

that is equipped for finding the conceivable and great way 

freely when the objective position is determined. Robot can 

allude to both physical robots and virtual programming 

specialists, however the last are regularly alluded just as bots. 

Physical robots can be comprehensively grouped into static 

and portable robots. The greater part of the mechanical robots 

are static robots performing undertakings positioned at 

determined areas. Portable robot has the ability to move 

around in the earth and isn't fixed to one physical area. 

Portable robots can be characterized by the earth in which 

they travel as land robot, airborne robot and amphibian robot. 

Self-ruling mail conveyance robot goes under the 

classification of land versatile robot. Administration robots 

structure a middle of the road organize in the advancement 

from the mechanical robot to the individual robot. 

Administration robots are portable, guided and manipulative. 

They can be intended to perform assignments either 

collaborating with people or in a self-sufficient method of 

activity. They are required to be exact and productive. The 

developing interest lately in the administration area has 

prodded research on creating administration robots for 

different purposes like conveyance, observation, cleaning and 

so forth. The skill of the robot is represented by variables 

outer and interior to the robot. A portion of the outer variables 

are condition, geography of the zone, deterrents (both static 

and versatile), landscape and so forth. The interior variables 

are configuration, control, gadgets utilized and furthermore 

calculations utilized for proficient task. The outer components 

and the expense administer the decision of structure and 

usage. 

II. Existing System: 

We use office peons or clerks to deliver some circulars or 

office stationary items in colleges or offices to the staff 

members. it is daily work to them. in case of absence the work 

will be in pending. The drawbacks are man power is needed 

and reliability is less. 

III.Block Diagram: 

This block diagram mainly consists of three parts. They  are 

IR sensors, GSM,RFID.IR sensors are used for path following 

and avoidance of obstacle.GSM is used to send 

acknowledgement. RFID is used for class room identification. 

 
            Fig 1:Block Diagram 

 

IV.Proposed Method: 

 

This project mainly consisting 3 parts. They are path 

following, classroom identification and message delivering. 

The IR sensors sense the black line and provide logic high and 

zero on white area. Accordingly the motors are driven to left 

or right.  
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 While moving in the path, it is continuously checking 

for RFID cards which were placed on floor at the class room 

entrances. When the robot identifies the RFID card, it stops 

for some time. Then it sends a confirmation message to the 

authorized person. And then similarly it moves in the same 

path and completes the remaining classrooms. 

 

 V..  Hardware Description: 

A. Arduino Mega 2560: The Arduino Mega2560 have the 

number of facilities to communicate with a computer, 

another Arduino, or other microcontrollers. ATmega2560 

provides the four hardware UARTs for TTL (5V) serial 

communication.  ATmega8U2 on the board channels one 

of these over USB and it also provides the virtual com 

port to software on the computer (Windows machines will 

need a .in file, but the OSX and the Linux machines will 

recognize board as the COM port automatically. The 

Arduino software includes the serial monitor which allows   

simple textual data to be sent to and from the board. The 

RX and the TX LEDs on  board will flash when data is  

transmitted through ATmega8U2 chip and USB 

connection to the computer.A Software Serial library 

allows for serial communication on any of the 

Mega2560's digital pins. ATmega2560  supports I2C 

(TWI) and also SPI communication. The Arduino 

software includes Wire library to simplify the use of the 

I2C bus; see the documentation on  Wiring website for 

details. For SPI communication, use the SPI library. 

B. GSM Modem:  

GSM stands for Global System for Mobile Communication. It 

is the  globally usual well known for virtual cellular 

communique. Global machine for cell communication that is  

mounted in  1982 to create the common European cell 

smartphone standard that would formulate specs for an pan-

European cellular. 

Cellular radio gadget working at 900 MHz. 

The GSM modem basically is composed:  

• SIM card holder to preserve the activated SIM card 

to send and receive SMS. 

• 5V AC strength deliver header to which  5v ac 

adapter is hooked up.  

• Power led which offers  indication of modem repute 

which is on or off.            

Through  mobile device the network messages are despatched 

and additionally received. These messages are despatched to  

terminal adapter that is not anything but  GSM statistics card. 

Now if there is a few records to be despatched to the cell 

device then the terminal device that is essentially a laptop or 

the processor sends out AT commands to  terminal adapter 

which in turn sends the cell system the required information. 

The GSM modem which is  a serial communique tool is 

connected to  serial port or  serial device through the usage of 

serial connector. The electricity enter to the modem is given 

by way of the use of a 9v ac adapter.  LED will suggest the 

distinctive popularity of  modem i.E. OFF ( Modem is 

Switched off), ON ( Modem is connecting to the community), 

Flashing Slowly and also Flashing rapidly when the modem is 

in idle mode and communique mode.  

Fig 

2:GSM Modem Block Diagram 

          

C. RFID  (Radio Frequency Identifier) 

         Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is an automated 

identification method, relying on storing and remotely to 

retrieve  the statistics by way of using the gadgets i.E. RFID 

tags or transponders. An RFID tag is a object that can be 

carried out to or included into a product, animal, or individual 

for the reason of identity the use of radio waves. Some tags 

can be read from the several meters away and beyond  line of 

sight of the reader. Most RFID tags contain at the least two 

components. One is an incorporated circuit to store and to 

method statistics, modulating and demodulating a (RF) signal, 

and different specialized features. The 2d is an antenna to 

acquire and to transmit  signals. Chip much less RFID permits 

for discrete identification of the tags without an included 

circuit, thereby allowing tags to be printed directly onto the 

belongings at a decrease price than traditional tags. 

 

                        Fig 3 :RFID Reader 

D. L293D: 

L293D is a driver circuit.It acts as an amplifier. It converts 20 

milli amps into 500 milli amps. It internally consists of 

Darlington pair. It drives modern to the two motors 

Pin diagram: 

http://www.arduino.cc/en/Reference/SoftwareSerial
http://www.arduino.cc/en/Reference/SoftwareSerial
http://wiring.org.co/reference/libraries/Wire/index.html
http://arduino.cc/en/Reference/SPI
http://arduino.cc/en/Reference/SPI
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Fig 4:Pin Diagram For L293D 

Block diagram: 

 

Fig 5:Block Diagram For L293D 

 

Logic  Diagram: 

 

          Fig 6:Logic Diagram For L293D 

Applications: 

 Audio 

 Automotive 

 Broadband 

 Digital control 

 Military 

 Optical networking 

 Security 

 Telephony 

 Video & Imaging 

 Wire less 

 

E. DC Motor:    

DC motor that's nothing but to transform electrical strength 

into the mechanical strength. In DC motor,there are shunt 

wound ,collection wound,permanent magnet motors.Whilst 

electric powered current passes thru a coil in a magnetic 

discipline,then the magnetic force produces a torque which 

turns the DCmotor.     

 

Fig 7:DC Motors 

Types of DC motors: 

1. Brushed DC Motors 

2. Brushless DC motors 

3. Coreless DC motors 

VI. Software Description: 

The Arduino included improvement surroundings (IDE) that 

is nothing but  a cross-platform application for Windows,  

Linux and  mac OS . This  is written in the programming 

language C,Java. ... The Arduino IDE substances the  software 

library from the Wiring task, which provides many common 

input and output strategies. 

 

VII.Experimental Results:  

  

These are the figures of this project. 
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VII. Conclusion: 

The objective is to increase a robotic that can carry out 

multitasks, like shifting to the respective target  correctly, 

obstacle avoidance, turning in the circulars, dusters and so on. 

The robotic could perform the task of delivering the circulars 

fending off the non-movable limitations on the manner. After  

handing over the circulars, it sends acknowledgement thru 

GSM. 

VIII. Future Scope: 

This project can be used for military applications and also in 

hospitals. 
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